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ANGAIR is an incorporated community conservation organisation dedicated to protecting
our indigenous flora and fauna, and to maintaining the natural beauty of Anglesea and
Aireys Inlet and their local environments. It was established in 1969 and has over 600
members. ANGAIR has always aimed to work cooperatively with State and Local
Government agencies
About ANGAIR
ANGAIR organises a wide range of activities including bush walks and nature rambles,
environmental working bees, indigenous plant propagation, education groups and bird
watching for both members and visitors. Since its inception, ANGAIR has held an annual
spring Wildflower Show We offer the following comments on provision of environmental
infrastructure for a growing population.
Whilst the population of Anglesea and Aireys Inlet is not large we experience a large number
of day, short stay and summer visitors. The majority come to experience the natural
environment; marine, coastal and inland areas.
In recent years ANGAIR has observed a much greater public interest in people using our
extensive bush areas for recreation. Unfortunately a lot of the increased activity is not
passive and damages the plant and animal biodiversity and the physical environment (soil
and water quality). Examples of non passive involvement include mountain bike riding and
trail bike riding on unauthorised tracks leading to spread of Phytophthora cinnamomi, plant
damage and erosion, horse riding with the same impacts and the addition of horse manure
and weeds and 4 wheel driving causing much road and fire access track damage. All these
activities also impact on bushwalkers, bird watchers and nature ramblers ‐anyone trying to
appreciate the bush quietly.
ANGAIR recognises that the Government needs to cater for people with different
approaches to enjoying nature but these non‐passive pursuits require strict controls and
regulation and appropriate enforcement. We note that some good work is being done on
enforcing trail bike rules around Anglesea in the past year. The Government also needs to
protect areas with high biodiversity values for conservation purposes and to ensure species
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survival. A large area around Anglesea is heathland with very high biodiversity values (about
30% of the States total) and is now part of the Great Otway National Park. We expect these
biodiverse areas to be appropriately classified so that its conservation values are properly
protected.
In summary, pressure is increasing rapidly on our natural assets and the Government needs
to properly resource the management of these assets for our current and future use. In
areas with less natural assets than on the Surf Coast provision must be made to acquire
sufficient public space to satisfy a basic human need. Access to natural areas is important for
our mental and physical well being.
Infrastructure should be sufficient to provide appropriate facilities, but not so intrusive as to
detrimentally impact the very features and environmental values it is installed to protect.
Installation should only be undertaken after a study of its impact on the natural
environment. There must be a balance between the potentially conflicting needs to protect
biodiversity values and to make areas accessible by the provision of appropriate
infrastructure.
The community should be able to access natural areas in order to learn about them. Such
knowledge will create greater awareness and appreciation of the natural environment and
the need to protect it.
National Parks and other conservation reserves are crucial to the success of efforts to
protect our natural heritage for future generations. While parks contribute greatly to the
enjoyment and the physical and mental wellbeing of the community this is not their primary
purpose.

In our local area in recent years:


The extension of the carpark adjacent to the Memorial Arch over the Great Ocean
Road at Eastern View has resulted in large numbers of visitors standing on the busy
Great Ocean Road to lake photos of the Arch. The subsequent use of the sand dune
as a public toilet even led to the proposal that a toilet block be installed there ‐ surely
that is totally inappropriate. The environmentally sensitive siting of infrastructure is
critical.



The parking bay below the Lookout Reserve on the Great Ocean Road at Anglesea
had to be significantly downsized due to the instability of the cliffs



Clifftop tracks at both Anglesea and Aireys Inlet have had to be rerouted for safety
due to cliff collapse. A lookout on the cliff‐top walk at Aireys Inlet was permanently
closed and eventually removed.
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Further afield:
The introduction of infrastructure associated with resort/accommodation ‐type
developments into National Parks can have dire fringe effects with weeds invading at the
expense of the indigenous vegetation.

Peter Forster
Secretary
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